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INTRODUCTION
There are more than 4300 women and men living in 16 residential
institutions for adults and elderly with disabilities in Serbia. Besides that,
there are five institutions for children with developmental disabilities in
Serbia, but these children also live in institutions for children without
parental care. According to Institutions’ network by-law, the maximum
capacity of institutions for children and youth with developmental
disabilities and children and youth without parental care is 2448 residents,
from which: 1392 vacancies are for the accommodation of children and
youth (62,2%), 246 vacancies for the accommodation of children, youth
and adults (11%) and 600 vacancies for the accommodation of adult
residents (26,8%). It is important to stress that children are in greater
risk of violence in the institutions where children and adults live together.
A great number of residents stay in residential institutions for many years
because there are no conditions for a life in the community.1 The employees
(medical staff but sometimes also non-medical staff) implement many
restrictive measures against residents with no legal basis. Additionally,
the freedom of movement outside of the institution continues to be
restricted, even though there are no legal basis or procedures that would
regulate their detention in the institutions. Besides that, the restriction
of the freedom of movement inside the institution, which is said to
be in the best interest of the residents, also does not have basis in the
legal acts. Moreover, the residents whose rights are restricted in this
way do not have basic protection guaranties of arbitrary restriction of
the right of freedom of movement.2 Bad living conditions, lack of privacy,
inadequate number of employees who work with the residents and
lack of meaningful activities cumulatively and continuously can lead
to inhumane or degrading treatment of the residents in the social care
residential institutions.3
1 Page 25, The NPM report for 2019, available on the Ombudsman’s webpage : godišnji

izveštaj
Ibid.
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The most effective way of detecting the violation of human rights of
people deprived of liberty is independent monitoring and constant
documenting of the conditions in the institutions where these people
live, as a preventive measure. This paper will deal with the position of
the persons who live in the social care institution as they are de facto
deprived of liberty because of the fact they cannot leave these places
voluntarily.
Persons living in social care institutions were at the high risk of contracting
the COVID-19 virus during the pandemic. Conditions in residential
institutions that house hundreds of people with disabilities make it
difficult or impossible to maintain physical distance and adhere to other
measures prescribed to protect against the virus COVID-19.
The Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Protection
(MLEVSA) published on their website measures that were implemented
in the social care institutions during the pandemic. This analysis will try
to determine the consequences of those measures on the human rights
of the residents, as well as to what extent they were in accordance with
guidelines of European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and
other standards.

Page 26, The NPM report for 2019.
Legal acts of The Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Protection
regarding the situation coused by the virus SARS-CoV-2
5 The declaration on principles about the treatment of the people deprived of liberty in the
context of the coronavirus disease (Covid-19) pandemic is available on CPT’s webpage
in Serbian, https://rm.coe.int/16809cff4b
3
4
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EXISTING MONITORING
MECHANISMS IN RESIDENTIAL
INSTITUTIONS FOR PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES:
INSPECTION DEPARTMENT OF THE MINISTRY
OF LABOR, EMPLOYMENT, VETERANS AND
SOCIAL PROTECTION

The Inspection department is the organizational unit of the Sector for
Family Care and Social Protection that belongs to The Ministry of Labor,
Employment, Veterans and Social Protection. Its job is to monitor the
work of social care institutions and other legal and private entities that
provide social protection or psychological services in the implementation
of the laws, other norms and general legal acts, and other department
duties.

NATIONAL MECHANISM FOR
PREVENTION OF TORTURE

National Mechanism for Prevention of Torture (NPM) was established
in line with the Law of Ratification of The Optional Protocol and The
UN Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment 6.
Interantional conventions (Official paper Serbia-Montenegro, no. 16/2005 and 2/2006)
and International conventions (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia no. 7/20011)
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Article 2a of The Optional Protocol determined that the duties of National
Mechanism for Prevention of Torture (NPM) shall be carried out by the
National Ombudsman, alongside with the Ombudsman of autonomous
provinces and organizations with the goal of improvement and protection
of human rights and liberties regulated by its statute. Besides monitoring,
NPM follows recommendations of international institutions, writes
submissions to Committees of the United Nations, writes comments on
laws and presents its annual reports to The National Assembly.
NPM follows many international standards of the United Nations7,
the Council of Europe8 and the European Union9 that are relevant for
prevention of torture and protection of rights of persons with mental
disabilities that are deprived of freedom in psychiatric hospitals and
social care institutions.

United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Convention
on the Rights of the Child and Convention on the Rights of Peoples with Disabilities
8 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and
Conventionfor the Prevention of Tortureand Inhuman or DegradingTreatment or
Punishment that established European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
9 Charter of Fundamental Rights and Guidelines of European Union about Torture
7
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THE IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC
ON PEOPLE IN INSTITUTIONS AND
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE
MEASURES OF GOVERNMENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA ON THE
RIGHTS OF PEOPLE IN SOCIAL CARE
INSTITUTIONS
In a joint statement with the UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy
on Disability and Accessibility, the UN Committee on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities recommended that states “accelerate
measures of deinstitutionalization of persons with disabilities from all
types of institutions,” where there are heightened risks of contracting
COVID-19.10 The international organizations for the rights of persons
with disabilities have called on states to take measures for the urgent
deinstitutionalization of persons with disabilities in order to reduce the
risk posed by the pandemic11, while Serbian organizations advocating
for human rights of persons with disabilities have requested the Ministry
of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs to urgently relocate
residents of institutions to their families, relatives, or other non-collective
accommodation wherever possible12.
The Council of Europe’s European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) on March
20, 2020 declared the statement about the principles of the treatment of

Joint Statement: Persons with Disabilities and COVID-19 by the Chair of the United
Nations Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, on behalf of the Committee
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Special Envoy of the United Nations
Secretary-General on Disability and Accessibility
11 See more at : emergency-deinstitutionalisation-a-joint-call-to-act-now
12 See more at : apel-ministarstvu-za-rad-zaposljavanje-boracka-i-socijalna- pitanja
10
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persons deprived from liberty in the context of the coronavirus disease
(Covid-19) pandemic13.
Only indirect conclusions can be drawn about the impact on the children
with developmental disabilities and people with mental disabilities in
social care institutions during 2020. Neither NPM nor Republic Institute
for Social Care have not yet published their annual reports. The insight
to the conditions was made more difficult by the fact that The Ministry of
Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Protection denied the access
to the NPM thus obstructing its mandate. This is a violation of legal acts,
international standards and an obligation to collaborate with Ombudsman
and therefore makes the oversight of fundamental rights of the people in
social care institutions impossible14.
Because of the lack of data about factual conditions in these institutions,
the focus will be on restrictive measures that were introduced, their
compatibility with international standards and the consequences they
have had on the fundamental rights and liberties of persons in institutions.

13 Available

on the CPT’s webpage in Serbian
See more at : Zaštitniku građana u obavljanju poslova NPM-a onemogućeno
ostvarivanje mandata u ustanovama socijalne zaštite domskog tipa
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PROPORTIONALITY AND TIME-LIMITATIONS
OF THE MEASURES

Article 4 of CPT's statement15 stresses that “any restrictive measure
taken vis-à-vis persons deprived of their liberty to prevent the spread
of Covid-19 should have a legal basis and be necessary, proportionate,
respectful of human dignity and restricted in time. Persons deprived of
their liberty should receive comprehensive information, in a language
they understand, about any such measures.”
Based on the insight into the characteristics and duration of the measures,
it is evident that the measures implemented in social care institutions were
not proportional and that the people in institutions were disproportionally
more deprived of their fundamental rights and liberties than the rest of
the population. Item 6 of the statement is about necessary psychological
support for people deprived of their liberty in prisons, custody or social
care institutions and psychiatric hospitals. According to testimonies of
the institutions’ residents, not only were they not provided with additional
psychological support but were also denied some basic information. The
information employees gave to the residents were insufficient, unclear
and incomplete.

DETENTION IN CONGREGATE SETTING IS DANGEROUS
FOR HEALTH AND LIFE OF ITS RESIDNETS

The international organizations for the rights of persons with disabilities
have called on states to take measures for the urgent deinstitutionalization
of persons with disabilities in order to reduce the risk posed by the
pandemic because staying in these institutions puts persons with
Statement of principles relating to the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty
in the context of the coronavirus disease (Covid-19) pandemic is available on CPT’s
webpage on english

15
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disabilities in a high risk of being infected by COVID-19 virus.16
Item 5 of the CPT's statement is about the danger to health caused by
staying in overcrowded spaces and it suggests that states “reassess the
need to continue involuntary placement of psychiatric patients; discharge
or release to community care, wherever appropriate, residents of social
care homes”. Unfortunately, the Government of Serbia did not take
any steps towards urgent deinstitutionalization during the pandemic.
In fact, it actively endangered the lives of persons in institutions by
adopting a series of measures that put residents of institutions in an
even more unfavorable situation. Instead of taking steps towards urgent
deinstitutionalization, in many cases residents in “protected living” units
in the community were returned to institutions during the crisis, exposing
them to additional risk. MDRI-S appealed to the Ministry on the basis that
such action was contrary to the counter-epidemic measures prescribed
by the WHO, and the international and regional human rights bodies.17
There were 1.219 positive cases among persons with disabilities in social
care homes from the beginning of pandemic until February 2021,18 which
amounts to almost 30% of the total number of persons with disabilities
in institutions. Furthermore, the Ministry stated that it does not have data
on deaths in institutions, which is an additional level of non-transparency
of data and a paradox in itself, since the Ministry of Labor, Employment,
Veterans and Social Affairs is responsible for protecting the residents
in social care homes. The data on the overall number of recovered
residents and employees of social care homes is made available online,
but even this record does not include the number of deaths.19
Joint Statement: Persons with Disabilities and COVID-19 by the Chair of the United
Nations Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, on behalf of the Committee
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Special Envoy of the United Nations
Secretary-General on Disability and Accessibility
17 United Nations, „Policy Brief: A disability Inclusive response to COVID-19“, May
2020. OHCHR, Covid-19 and rights of persons with disabilities, 29 April 2020. Council
of Europe, „Persons with disabilities must not be left behind in the response to the
COVID-19 pandemic“
18 The data were not made public but were obtained on the basis of a request for
information of public interest sent to the Ministry by MDRI-S
19 See more at: u-ustanovama-socijalne-zastite-za-smestaj- korisnika-i-domovima-zasmestaj-odraslih-i-starih-zarazeno-58-korisnika-i-101-zaposleni
16
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PROHIBITION OF THE FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT AND CONTACT WITH THE
OUTSIDE WORLD

On March 12 and 13, 2020, the Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veterans
and Social Affairs issued a ban on all visits to residents in social care
homes and forbade residents to leave the grounds of the institutions.20
With this ban, these persons were officially deprived of liberty even before
the state of emergency entered into force in the Republic of Serbia.
CPT u svojim smernicama, u tački 7 naglašava da „ograničenja kontakata
sa spoljnim svetom, uključujući posete, treba da budu kompenzovana
slobodnijim pristupom alternativnim načinima komunikacije, kao što
su telefon ili komunikacija putem interneta“. Ukoliko znamo da većina
dece i mladih sa smetnjama u razvoju i odraslih koji žive u ustanovama
socijalne zaštite ima veoma retke, a neki nemaju uopšte kontakte sa
svojim primarnim porodicama,21 svako dodatno ograničenje kontakata
veoma nepovoljno utiče na ovu populaciju.
In its guidelines, item 7, CPT emphasizes that “any restrictions on
contact with the outside world, including visits, should be compensated
for by increased access to alternative means of communication (such
as telephone or Voice-overInternet-Protocol communication).” Knowing
that most of the children and youth with developmental disabilities and
adults living in social care institutions have few or no contact with their
primary families21, any further limitation of their contacts would have
further disadvantageous impact on this population.

Order of prohibition of visits and limitation of movement in nursing homes, Official
Gazette of the Republic of Serbia no.28/2020, available on, vanredno-stanje/2020 and
Instructions issued to social care institutions available on: vanredno stanje/2020.
21 The report on the work of institutions for children and youth for 2018, page 24;
The report on the work of social care institutions for adults and elderly with mental,
intellectual, physical or sensor disabilities, page 15.
20
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VIOLATION OF FUNDAMENTAL
HUMAN RIGHTS

The initial restrictive measures were followed by an order22 addressed to
social care institutions, which additionally limited social contacts of children
and persons with disabilities to doctors, medical staff and caretakers and
educators. After this order, another instruction23 was issued, prescribing
that “residents and employees can’t circulate between departments and
rooms except from absolute necessity”.
Residents were obliged to stay only in their bedrooms for exactly
one month, which is the violation of the right on everyday access
to fresh air for at least 1 hour. From February 28, the residents were
allowed short walks in the institution’s backyard.24

VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS ON
PRIVACY AND FAMILY LIFE

During very short period of time in June 202025, the residents were
allowed to have visitors under very restrictive conditions. The maximum
22 Available

at: Nalog Ustanovi za smeštaj korisnika dostupan na sajtu MRZBSP
at: https://www.minrzs.gov.rs/sites/default/files/vanrednostanje/2020.03.29.%20Instrukcija%20009.pdf
24Available on: Instrukcija o postepenom izvođenju u šetnje korisnika na smeštaju u
ustanovama socijalne zaštite za smeštaj korisnika i organizacijama socijalne zaštite za
pružanje usluge domskog smeštaja odraslim i starijim licima
25 From June 9, 2020 (based on Instrukcija o načinu rada ustanova socijalne zaštite za
smeštaj korisnika i organizacija socijalne zaštite za pružanje usluge domskog smeštaja
odraslih i starijih lica prilikom organizovanja poseta) until June 29, 2020 (based on
Obaveštenja o stavljanju van snage Instrukcija o načinu rada ustanova socijalne zaštite
za smeštaj korisnika i organizacija socijalne zaštite za pružanje usluge domskog smeštaja
odraslih i starijih lica prilikom organizovanja poseta korisnicima na smeštaju)
23 Available
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of two weekly 15-minute visits per resident was allowed, with limitations
dependent on the weather conditions of the temperature being above
18oC, without wind or rain, only in a backyard, with the usage of prescribed
protective equipment for COVID-19 and with the distance between the
resident and the visitor being 2 meters. The visit had to supervised by
an employee and had to be scheduled, which is the violation of the right
on privacy and family life. It is important to emphasize that this and other
instructions were addressed to the institutions for adults and elderly, but
it is not clear what measures were taken at the same time in institutions
for children. Since institutions for persons with disabilities are usually
far from the places where their families live, it posed a sesious question
whether family members would go on the trip for a visit that could not be
longer than 15 minutes, risking that the weather might change and that
the visit may not happen at all.
Finally, from April 9, 2021, the instructions that concern visits have been
mitigated26 (now, 45-minute indoor and 90-minute outdoor visits are
being allowed, with the condition of the resident being fully vaccinated
and that 7 days has passed since the second dose). After more than 13
months, the residents are allowed to leave institutions for a short period
of time or to visit their family.27

26 The

recommendation about actions in social care institutions for residents and social
care organizations
27 Preporuka o načinu postupanja korisnika i ustanova socijalne zaštite za smeštaj
korisnika i organizacija socijalne zaštite za pružanje usluga domskog smeštaja prilikom
kratkotrajnih izlazaka iz ustanove/organizacije bez noćenja ili sa noćenjem prilikom
posete porodici i Preporuka za korisnike ustanova za smeštaj dece i mladih prilikom
izlaska i povratka u ustanovu
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A HIGH RISK OF
ABUSE AND NEGLECT

Recommendations given by the Council of Europe and the United
Nations have established a high need for independent monitoring with
the goal of preventing and identifying the cases of torture, inhuman or
degrading treatment or any other form of prohibited behavior. Item 10 of
CPT’s guidelines states that “the monitoring, carried out by independent
bodies, including National preventive Mechanism (NPM) and CPT, still
presents the primary mechanism of protection against torture. States
should still guarantee all monitoring bodies the access to all the places
where deprivation on liberty happens…” alongside necessary measures
for prevention.
Staying in touch with the outside world or even reinforcement of the
contacts during isolation is crucial for alleviation of emotional problems
caused by uncertainty and stress that the majority of people face in those
conditions. Besides the need for psychosocial support, contact with the
outside world is important for persons who live in institutions because it
provides better protection due to the possibility to report potential abuse.
Contrary to these recommendations, The Ministry of Labor, Employment,
Veterans and Social Protection issued that every monitoring visit needed
to be authorized by the Ministry and that it needed to be pre announced
and justified28. Inspectors and other national bodies were forbidden to
have any contact with the residents “except if there is a need to protect
the life and health of the resident”. This instruction was also used to
prevent the NPM team from visiting social care institutions.
That meant that the persons living in the institutions were left without
any independent and outer oversight during the period in which their
rights were limited more than ever before and when the risk of abuse,
28 Instrukcija o načinu rada ustanova socijalne zaštite za smeštaj korisnika i organizacija

socijalne zaštite za pružanje usluge domskog smeštaja odraslih i starijih prilikom
realizovanja inspekcijskih nadzora i službenih savetodavnih poseta inspekcijskih službi
i drugih državnih organa
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neglect and violence was higher due to an insufficient number of staff
members and stressful and frightening atmosphere. Alternative channels
of communication, such as video calls, were not established, meaning
that many residents were unable to communicate with their loved ones
or report any case of abuse and violence in the institution.

INSPECTION OF INSTITUTIONS’ WORK
DURING THE PANDEMIC

According to statements from the Ministry, the internal inspection of
the residential institutions for elderly and persons with disabilities
was intensified during the pandemic, which resulted in starting
five criminal procedures, mainly due to the failure of directors not
following the counter-epidemic measures. In reaction to texts published
in May 2729 edition of “Danas” newspapers, segment “Other reality”, the
Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Protection claimed
that “during the years 2020 and 2021, 163 inspections were conducted
and it was concluded that the institutions for accommodation in some
instances did not fulfil structural standards for the number and structure
of employees, and space and gear”. The Ministry also notes, “during that
period, reports of violence towards the residents were not confirmed”.
However, these reports were not available and on the Ministry’s website,
and the most recent annual report of work of the inspection of social
protection dates to 201830. Therefore, the conditions in these institutions
during the pandemic cannot be verified.
When it comes to independent monitoring of the National Mechanism
for Prevention of Torture, with the insight into information from the
webpage of the National Ombudsman dedicated to the works of

29 www.danas.rs/dijalog/reakcije/nije-utvrdjena-pojava-nasilja-nad-korisnicama-

ustanova-za-smestaj/
odeljenje za inspekcijski nadzor

30
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the NPM, not a single visit to residential institutions for children
and adults with disabilities was conducted during 2020, even
though MDRI-S appealed and pointed out many times the importance of
independent monitoring, especially during the pandemic.
Only since October 9, 2020 (seven whole months after the start of the
pandemic in Serbia), NPM representatives tried to visit the Institution for
disabled persons in Zemun31, but were stopped by the director of the
institution with a notice that the Ministry forbids access to the institution
and the visit by NPM. Although NPM has the right to an undisturbed,
unannounced and everyday visit to all institutions and places of
deprivation of liberty, and although this kind of action from the Ministry
represents a violation of legal acts, international standards, obligation
of cooperation of government bodies with the National ombudsman, the
only consequence of this kind of behavior was issuing a statement on
the NPM website.
The ministry also reacted the same way when the NPM team tried to visit
the Gerontology center in Belgrade – RJ “Residential institution Voždovac”
and RJ “Residential institution Bežanijska Kosa“ on October 20, 202032.
Since then, only two visits to social care residential institutions were
conducted (the Residential institution for disabled persons in Zemun,
January 29, 2021, and the Institution for children and persons with
developmental disabilities „Dr Nikola Šumenković“ in Stamnica. April 19,
2021). Reports from these visits have not been published yet, therefore
it is not known if the members of the NPM team confirmed violations of
resident’s rights in these institutions, and what recommendations they
gave to them.

Zaštitniku građana u obavljanju poslova NPM-a onemogućena poseta Domu za
odrasla invalidna lica u Zemunu
32 Zaštitniku građana u obavljanju poslova NPM-a onemogućeno ostvarivanje mandata
u ustanovama socijalne zaštite domskog tipa
31
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It is also worth noting that the work of the National Mechanism for
Prevention of Torture was not satisfactory even before the pandemic.
For that reason, many civil society organizations ceased collaboration
with the National ombudsman within this mechanism33.
The Mental Disability Rights Initiative has collaborated with the National
ombudsman from the very beginning of forming National Mechanism
for Prevention of Torture, during visits to social care institutions. Very
important parts of MDRI-S’ reports were frequently left out from the final
version which is uploaded to the National ombudsman's website, primarily
direct testimonies from the residents themselves. Some reports, which
indicate serious violations of the rights of persons with disabilities who
live in social care institutions, are published with a delay of many months
after the visit, so recommendations may have lost every meaning and
expediency. Some reports were never even published. On the initiative
of MDRI-S, during 2019 thematic visits were carried out in five social care
institutions, on the subject of human, reproductive and sexual rights of
women with disabilities in social care institutions. This report was drafted
with great delay, and we have not gotten any information on its final
version, nor did it see the light of day by the end of may 2021. All of these
reasons have lead our organization to withdraw from the NPM.

crta.rs/ugrozen-medjunarodni-status-zastitnika-gradjana-zbog-odstupanja-odmedjunarodnih-principa-funkcionisanja-nezavisnih-institucija-za-ljudska-prava/

33
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Regardless of the exceptionally restrictive measures in social care
institutions during the Covid-19 crisis, compared to persons who live in
a community, with the insight into non-transparent data that is uploaded
daily onto the Ministry’s website, we were able to conclude that almost
30% of the institutions’ residents have had the Covid-19 virus, with
an unknown number of deaths.34 That is multiple times more than in
the general public, which once again confirms that life in a social care
institution not only jeopardizes basic human rights but is also life and
health threatening for persons who live in them. On the other hand,
the institutions which should protect tge rights of the most vulnerable
members of our society did not undertake any action to protect them
from abuse and neglect and provide them a dignified life.
• In performing jobs of the National Mechanism for Prevention of Torture,
the National ombudsman is obligated to cooperate with civil society
organizations that have experience in the protection of human rights of
persons deprived of liberty, in accordance with the Law of Ratification
of The Optional Protocol and The UN Convention Against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. Quality
cooperation is only possible with appreciation of organizations’ opinions,
as well as their recommendations.
• The State is obliged to respect every obligation taken over with the
Ratification of The Optional Protocol, and that primarily implies providing
an undisturbed access to independent institutions and organizations
that perform monitoring the institutions where persons deprived of their
liberty have resided, which includes announced and unannounced visits.
• It is necessary that the National ombudsman conducts an objective
evaluation of its work and reconsiders its role in the protection of human
rights in the realization of the mandate of NPM.
• In accordance with article 33 of the Convention of rights of persons
with disabilities, the State is obligated to provide independent monitoring
by civil society organizations, especially organizations of persons with
disabilities.
34 The

Ministry publishes data about the total number of cases and also cured by day.
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